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Overview

The project aimed at understanding learn and play which are basic human need and drive using systemic approach of inquiry.

We started by mapping smaller elements/ parts to sub systems, categories and eventually mapping the interconnectedness using 
interdependence loops, relationship,  cause and effect,  feedback emergences, etc

After emergence of boundary post Gigamap we further went ahead to define it in a more dynamic map- system map. This aided is 
mapping more relevant, detailed and dynamic relations that helped sharpen our design brief. 
(Mapping was done using various research methods both secondary and primary)

Mapping the existing system and favourable map along with all the interconnectedness, sub- optimizations, entropies, helped us 
see emerging leverage points (which also worked as valuable Insights)

These Insights were validated via surveys, simulation and expert opinion and translated into actionable opportunities.

These were finally developed in solutions and connected back to the prime context of Play and Learn.



Project Phases

Phase 1
Giga Map

Phase 2
Boundary

Phase 3
Define Brief

Phase 4
System Model

Phase 5
Interventions

Phase 6
Impact Analysis

A- 
Z



Process

Understanding 
Play and Learn

Mapping 
Narratives

Choosing 
Boundary

Mapping Learn, 
Play as a driver to 
learn

Exploring the 
Boundary

Finding Leverage 
Points

Survey and 
Interviews

Contextual InquirySystem Model Narrowing the 
Boundary and 
defining our brief

Design 
Intervention

Impact Analysis



Play & Learn



Play & Learn

We found that learning is the innate nature of 
human species.

Play acts as a positive reinforcement & is one the 
major drivers in facilitating learning.

EFFECTIVE
LEARNING PLAYPositive

Emotions



Helicopter Map

The first step to understand learning, its influencing 
factors, enablers, & challenges.



Giga mapping

Initial Giga Map

An organic connection of all 
the elements and subsystems 
present in the system

Final Giga Map

A more refined and structured 
approach which shows all the 
elements and subsystems of Play 
and Learn and establishes the 
connection between Play and 
Learn.



Giga mapping First attempt)



Giga mapping Final)



Chosen Narratives

Virtual collaboration  Online Education



Collaboration
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Project Context

With a rapid change in the human interactions, virtual or digital communication is booming. Especially in the 
situations like the on going pandemic, these have become inevitable or the ‘new normal’. This sudden shift has 
carried its own challenges, one of them being of effective online collaboration.

This systems project aimed at employing the human core drive and need of play and learn to address the 
opportunity of effective online collaboration amongst the creative virtual teams. The approach was to bring in 
the effectiveness of both physical and virtual collaboration. The intention is to create a hybrid design that 
could effectively prevail post the pandemic and re-imaging virtual collaboration platform. 



Contextual Inquiry 

What is Collaboration?

Collaboration, by definition, is a process 
of assembling knowledge from different 
parties towards a common goal.

What is Virtual Collaboration?

Virtual collaboration is the method of 
collaboration between virtual team 
members that is carried out via 
technology-mediated communication

● To achieve a common goal.

● To be quicker and more effective in 
their work

● Makes employees more responsible 
and motivated

Why?

● There is physical separation between 
people working together

● An expert advice is needed 
immediately

● When people/organisations want to 
cut cost

Why?
Emergence 

due to 
Covid 19



Learn in context to Virtual Collaboration

Transfer skills/ knowledge

Share Value

Gage Emotions

Conflict Resolution

Adapting

Empathy

Compassion

What Why How Challenges Motivations

To achieve goals/ targets

Build Connections

Empowerment

Team building

Evolve/ Grow

Increased Participation

Recreation

Share Experiences

Simulate

Create together

Stimuli

Imitation

Lack of engagement

Missing body Language/ cues

Lack of incentive

Negative Emotions (Ex: 
Anxiety, FOMO, fear, 

boredom)

Non Conducive env.

Lack of right leadership

Sense of competence

Appreciation/ reward

Acceptance

Right emotion (factor)

Frequent Feedback (F)

Delivery of Content (F)



Play in context to Virtual Collaboration

Intrinsic

Simulation

Element of work

"Flow" state of Mind

Not dominating

What Why Emotions Motivations Hindrances

Helps adapt better

Skill Building

Creative Engagement

A way of Learning

Training for Unexpected

Socialising

Helps build trust

Brings sense of Belonging

Increases Communication

+ve emotions

healthy relationship

executive discussion

decision making

Feel Good

Creative

Engagement

Connecting

Skills

Socialising

Simulate Real time

Lack of exploration

Perceived Threat/ lack of 
trust

Non Conducive Environment
suppress expression

Controlled

Unhealthy Competitiveness



Initial Approach

How is virtual collaboration happening currently? 

What could it possibly be  post Covid?

Current platforms and their users (challenges and behaviour.)

Tools used for Collaboration.

Mediums of collaboration.

Narrowing the chosen boundary into  a defined brief .

Objective Methodology

Literature Review

Auto netnography

Empathy Map

Interviews

Behaviour Analysis

Expert Reviews

Platform Study

Comparative Study

Survey 



Brief
Design for effective collaboration in virtual 

teams in creative organizations.

“



Introduction

Objective Scope Constraints 

To use effective collaboration as a 
tool for effective learning.

Using play as core human drive to 
make the process of learning 
through collaboration more 
engaging.

The scope of the project is to make 
the process of virtual collaboration 
more effective for creative 
organisations 

To reduce the stress level of 
employees 

Promote healthy relationships 
within teams. 

Due to Covid 18, on field research 
became difficult. The project is 
based on secondary data, interviews 
with people working in organisation 
and personal experiences



Findings

○ More the participants, less participation.

○ Limited visual cues lead to misunderstanding/ lack of trust (missing 
body language) 

○ Sharing and expressing only via verbal communication and screen 
sharing hinders the process of conveying/ sharing. 

○ The process of working in organisation has become result/task 
oriented rather than process/ relationship oriented.

○ Attendee waiting for host to let him in creates a sense of authority.

○ Reduced team cohesion.

| Autonetnography | Netnography | research|



Findings

○ Learning curve increases when teams collaborate virtually.

○ The line between work and personal life is blurring which is affecting 
the overall process of learning and productivity of team but, also disrupts 
maintain work- life balance.

○ Escaping/ getting away becomes easier (video/ audio off) 

○ Platform is rigid and limits interactions/ engagement. 

○ The role of leadership becomes more crucial in the process to 
collaborate virtually.

| Autonetnography | Netnography | research|



Validation 

80 %
Prefer Video Off during 
Virtual Meetings

Screen Share & Video Off, 
most commonly used 
features

Common reasons for interest loss

Weak 
communication

Boring 
Delivery

Lack of 
Engagement

Lack of 
accountability

● Effective Brainstorming

● Difficulty in talking and getting comfortable with people virtually who you 
haven’t met before. 

● Easy Distraction (specially when video off)

● Success of the meeting depends on the person who is driving it. 

● Lack of nonverbal communication - more dependency on tone and 
delivery 

● Difficulty in gathering/ perceiving emotions.

● Not able to process the genuinity of the other process (Body Language 
missing)

● Takes longer than real time collaboration

● Difficulty in keeping everyone on the same page

● Missing random, easy and fun conversations. 

● Dehumanization of the message/ Loss of cues

Common Challenges

88 % Feedback is
Delayed

| Validated via survey |



System Map Initial attempt)



System Map



Leverage Point

Changing delays and feedback loop Changing the rules of the Game

Drifting Goals

Escalation

Shifting the Burden



Designing the 
Platform

Designing a platform with 
features that would promote 

learning & collaboration 
amongst virtual teams.

Designing a 
Framework

Designing a framework that 
would enable us to implement 

effective collaboration amongst 
team members for learning & 

growth

Design Considerations



Interventions- 1
Framework & Guidelines



Competence

CollaborationRelatedness

Purpose

Hard Fun
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• Confidence
• Self esteem

• Innovation
• Community building
• Co-creation

• Trust 
• Sense of belonging
• Communication

• Co-dependence
• Leaderless leadership

• Satisfaction
• Recognition
• Effectiveness
• Productivity
• Intrinsic motivation

• Flow state
• Innovation
• Novelty
• Culture

• Shared Vision
• Alignment



Create sense of belonging

Instill a sense of belonging among the teammates. Efforts can be easily 
overlooked due to remote work, poor communication & representation. 
Empathize and create a sense of belonging for every teammate.

Maintain transparency

Make activities, communication, sharing of resources & tasks as transparent as 
possible. Teams may need more visual cues to maintain trust, team bonding and 
on time delivery.

Over Communicate

It can become difficult to communicate due to time zone difference, technical, 
infrastructural issues. To avoid assumptions, biases and miscommunication. Over 
communicate.
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Avoid micromanagement

Micromanagement can lead to a perceived sense of mistrust. Maintaining 
right balance of autonomy & control is important. Create sense of ownership 
in every teammate.

Build genuine relationships

Give time to build genuine relationships. Empathize more. Be a good listener. 
Understanding your team professionally & personally can aid in creating 
better teams.

Balance work & fun

Revive & balance work with fun games, events, celebrations virtually. 
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Use suitable tools for collaboration

Tools & methods used in virtual collaboration may not be applicable and 
effective in virtual spaces. Curate tools for your context and for your team to 
enhance comprehension, effectiveness & productivity.

Reduce learning curve for your teammates

Migrating to new technology, platform, using new tools, channels of 
communication, can affect every individual differently. Learning curve for 
every individual may vary. One must empathize & enable effective 
onboarding.

Create standardization for required processes

Some processes may need to be redefined. Standardization of certain 
process can increase productivity and create seamless flow.

7
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Celebrate

Working remotely has its own drawbacks. Reward, appreciate and encourage 
teammates for small achievements to create a sense of belonging.

Build trust

Due to remote working location, poor channels of feedback, it becomes 
imperative to build an environment of trust.

Provide safety net

Create an environment & psychological safe space for teammates where 
they feel comfortable to share & express, personal & professional problems 
openly, without judgements.

10
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Interventions- 2
Reimagining Google Meet 



About

A systemic approach was taken to map leverage points and 
re-imagine Google Meet as an effective platform for virtual 
collaboration amongst creative teams.



Persona



Features

Based on challenges, Insights 
and leverage points a few 

features were introduced to 
counter sub- optimization and 

enhance positive drives and 
motivators 

With the given constraint; a few of 
these features were validated via 

simulations over real time 
collaboration and other while 

done via research findings and 
discussions with the users



Feature: DynaCam (External Secondary Camera)

Normal Laptop/ phone Camera

Covers a certain angle. Hindrance when a person wants to 
show what they are doing on paper. 

DynaCam

Captures a full picture of what is happening in work space. 
Makes sharing ideas and brainstorming easier. Promotes 
collaboration. Also creates trust and reduces the fear 

around data security.



DynaCam- Simulation
Simulation was done to check the current challenges of the existing features like inbuilt 
camera and whiteboard feature vs, something more dynamic.

Adapting to whiteboard was challenging 
(Learning Curve)

Difficult in communicating using tools as they 
are not very laptop friendly 

Took multiple chances and went back and forth 
drawing and erasing to explain the concept

More time taking

Conveying the idea was challenging 

Whiteboard + In-built Camera



DynaCam- Simulation
Simulation was done to check the current challenges of the existing features like inbuilt 
camera and whiteboard feature vs, something more dynamic.

More of Hybrid (where virtual 
convenience meets physical 

effectiveness)

Took much lesser time to communicate

Could explain the idea better and more 
effective

More Physical cues were active.

Could rotate to explain using better 
gesture.

Captures a larger view field

Dynacam + In-built Camera



DynaCam- Simulation

Flexible; could be provided by 
organizations to the team.

Easy to use (attaching a 
webcam)

Could leverage existing 
technology

Could be made available in near 
future

The extension could be height 
adjustable and rotation friendly

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1R94jwX8PrOnaBpsyPU4lmfFBAiCar_ez/preview


Wireflow x User Journey



Screens













Impact 
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Thank You
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